Introduction
It is very important that the number generator of choice produce numbers which are sufficiently &dquo;random&dquo; for the particular application. While [1] . A typical such distribution of probabilities is shown in Table 1 . The experiments devised in our study used various linear congruential generators tested over several dimensions. Given a generator (a,c,m=2**n), an arbitrary seed was chosen for num(O), and numbers were generated using the standard linear congruential formula given above; i.e. num(j+1) _ ( a * num(j) + c ) mod m.
Let t equal the dimensionality being tested; x will be the number of bits being tested. Then concatenate t consecutive truncated values forming a t by x bit number, y, as follows:
Here y represents the location (um) to be occupied by a ball. One might think of the number as corresponding to a specific location in a t-dimensional grid or array with each edge size equal to 2**x, each cell in the grid corresponding to an um. When y is produced, the cell (um) marked as occupied is determined by the value of y. The process continues until some predetermined number of y values are generated with the collisions recorded as they occur.
In the example given in Table 2 Table 4,  Table 5, and Table 6 (One &dquo;good fit&dquo; data item is marked to call attention of the reader to the scheme being used. In the three dimensional tests, again the first five bits and the first six bits of each generated number were used. Three such numbers were concatenated to form a 
